
the NEW 

projector ceiling mounts     

Not only the projector itself is an important element 

in a professional installation.

Quick Installation, adjustment features and stability of 

the accessories are features just as important.

Audipack introduces the new generation ceiling mounts 

for projectors offering the new Quatro-Fix®

and UTS brand related installation program.

It’s great to have solutions...



Audipack projector ceiling mounts

the NEW Quatro-fix ®

Quatro-Fix®, The allrounder

The Quatro-Fix® projector mount offers a maximum 

flexibility to set up any projector up to 20 Kg with the 

most complicated installation patterns. 

The Quatro-Fix® ceiling mounts and the brand related 

mounts are  equipped with a special new designed ball 

joint that allows to aim the projector almost effortless. The 

ball joint is designed in a way that the projector rotates 

from it’s own point of gravity. That means a flexible and 

almost friction less adjustment.
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Flexible and large mounting range

Quick installation with 
bajonet feature (telescopic only)

Neatly installed cables 
through the tube set

   Max. load 10-20 Kg

   Max. mounting range 440 mm

   Angle adjustment 15 + 15 degrees

   Available in grey

Quatrofix 300 G



UTS, for projector mounts and more.

Audipack also offers brand related projector mounts 

combined with the NEW UTS 

(Universal Tube Set) from stock; for any brand and type 

up to 30 Kg. 

Brand related mounts are always the perfect 

match that complies to manufactures instal- 

lation guides and norms.

For this type of ceiling mount an additional projector or 

camera mount is needed to complete the set.

the NEW Brand related 

projector ceiling mounts UTS series
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Perfect adjustment with

telescopic feature (telescopic only)

Quick install and release ball-joint 
with precision line-out

   Max load 30 Kg

   Angle adjustment 15 + 15 degrees

   Combined with Brand Related pr. mounts

   Available in black and grey

   Max. load 10-20 Kg

   Max. mounting range 440 mm

   Angle adjustment 15 + 15 degrees

   Available in grey

UTS + brand related mount = the perfect solution

UTS 300 G with a 
Panasonic PT-L720E mount



Ref. QFIX-0100 QFIX-0300 QFIX-0500 QFIX-0700T QFIX-1000T
Length 100 300 500 450-700 604-1000
Tube diameter in mm 54 54 54 54-60 54-60
Max. load in Kg 10-20 10-20 10-20 10-20 10-20
Colour in RAL Grey 9006 Grey 9006 Grey 9006 Grey 9006 Grey 9006

Ref.  UTS-0300 UTS-0500 UTS-0700T UTS-1000T
Length  300 500 450-700 604-1000
Tube diameter in mm  54 54 54-60 54-60
Max. load in Kg  30 30 30 30
Colour in RAL  Black 9005, Grey 9006 Black 9005, Grey 9006 Black 9005, Grey 9006 Black 9005, Grey 9006

Quatro-Fix® product range

Universal Tube Set product range

Color, Grey RAL 9006

Telescopic, if not mentioned a fixed tube

Length from ceiling to end ball joint

Quatro-Fix®

Product nr. explanation:

QFIX-1000TG

Color, Black RAL 9005 or Grey RAL 9006

Telescopic, if not mentioned a fixed tube

Length from ceiling to end ball joint

Universal Tube Set

Product nr. explanation:

UTS-1000TB
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Max. load

20 Kg. 10 Kg.
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